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MoonWorld - Virtual Fieldwork for Planetary Geology

MoonWorld (Ruberg et al., 2009) is a space-themed virtual world field trip encouraging the
study of rocks and geology in a collaborative learning context. The instructional goals
include using evidence gathering and analysis to understand how impact craters form and
how their spatial relations with other landforms can be interpreted in terms of the history
and stratigraphy.

A group of intrepid explorers journeyed to the surface of the Moon, collected and discussed
rock and core samples and the processes which might have led to the formation of the
various features. Back at Moonbase, had the sim been working correctly, we would have
analysed our samples and understood more of the processes before taking a final
questionnaire on our discoveries.

Moon World Game Review and Analysis
Intrinsic Motivation
Malone (1981) identifies the motivators of challenge, fantasy and curiosity, and all are
present in strength in MoonWorld. Malone finds these intrinsic motivations are a key factor
in the attractiveness of playing and gaining skills in video games to support educational
objectives. Malone found that the presence of goals was the “single most important factor”
in determining the popularity of games to players, and there are very clear goals in
MoonWorld.
Norman (2002) when speaking about the design of immersive on-line games noted that the
intrinsic motivation of curiosity was encouraged by the introduction of various experiences
of variable difficulty being sprinkled through the game environment. MoonWorld has a
very rich set of such features to maintain the involvement of the player. These include the
orbital station preparation process, the landing sequence, air supply management and refills,

various surface exploration equipment, a drivable moon buggy, moon base analysis lab,
base resupply operations, a return vehicle, and final rewards.
Gradual Introduction of Features
Norman (2002, p.208) also observes that the design of games and their interfaces can lead
to difficulties for players which can in turn lead to frustration. Elements of the interface
need to be gradually introduced in a playable context to be assimilated well and to be
understood for what will follow in the use of the tools. MoonWorld seemed to be exemplary
at adding Head-Up-Display (HUD) and tool elements progressively over the first four
sample collection stations, so the player is not overwhelmed. These are designed to provide
the “scaffold process” (Wood, Bruner, and Ross, 1976; Rogoff, 1998) for the player at
various way points – e.g., a grounding in HUD usage, five key features of rocks, terrain
type and structure, etc. These are all features that build up to the main exploration events at
the featured crater. The experience at each sampling station also allowed for a reinforcing
exercise and teacher feedback and support where necessary to enable learners to move
quickly to new skills in the sense of them being in a “just right” Zone of Proximal
Development (Vygotsky, 1934).

MoonWorld Interface in Second Life – after all HUD elements are introduced
Team Spirit
The social community in which learning takes place can be a good motivator (Malone,
1981). Lave and Wenger (1998) continue the approach of Vygotsky and describe learning

as a situated process in the context of social engagement with “communities of practice”.
Effective collaboration with peers is a powerful learning method especially when students
are encouraged to question and justify their reasoning (Soller, 2001). Once again
MoonWorld seems to be designed with this strength. Team spirit during preparation, while
engaged in the game, and afterwards for the post-experience is a vital element, and is
intended to encourage class interaction in the age group that is targeted.
Level of Immersion
Perhaps the greatest strength of MoonWorld is its intense level of immersion and realism
for the player (see Murray, 1998, Chapter 4). Even videos of missions (Avatrian, 2010)
have been commented upon by fellow course members as extremely immersive giving a
feeling of “being there” when driving the moon buggy.
Two examples of the high levels of immersion from our team experience are:
1. Oxygen monitoring and team discussion on the matter was to the fore, one member
observing that they found themselves being more aware of their breathing.
2. When discussing the colour, morphology and crystal properties of rocks, the
explorers were deeply engaged and communicating together to make entries in the
mission logs, even when the team leader was trying to get their attention to move
further into the route.
MoonWorld has many features of well designed and engaging videogames (Newman, 2004,
p. 16).
Application of Learning Principles
We can look at MoonWorld from the perspective of Gee's (2007) 36 Learning Principles,
many of which do seem to be highly applicable to MoonWorld as an educational game-like
experience. As an initial exercise to better understand the principles, and to consider how to
apply each of them to a specific game or simulation, I created a Gee questionnaire in
Google Forms to collect the experience of the mission.
In general the group involved felt that many of the Gee principles applied very directly and
they rated MoonWorld very highly for many of them. Some seemed less relevant since the
simulation is intended to support learners acting as themselves even if in a fantasy (for all
but a few Apollo astronauts) environment.
Subject Focus and Educational Objectives
MoonWorld has been designed with support from NASA’s educational initiatives to
provide a serious educational tool to encourage interest in Science, Technology,
Engineering and Maths (STEM) subjects. Specifically here it focuses on geology and
landforms in an exciting and stimulating environment for the learner who may be in the

middle teen and upwards age group. It goes into some depth on rock types, techniques for
pick up sample and drilled core analysis and correlation. It uses a varied actual region of
the Moon with interesting landform evolution. It does this in a way that is of general
applicability to the focus subject and beyond.
Assessment via a quiz is included at the end of the mission, along with targets which the
learner can strive to achieve. Badges are given for various levels of performance, which can
encourage further attempts to reinforce the learning and see finer details of the wealth of
materials included. Community consideration is augmented via elements of lab resources
resupply.
Technical and Design Issues
Experience Length
The Moon mission was quite long, and a lot had to be accomplished in the 2 hours allowed.
I felt that the experience could be better if the mission was split into several parts over a
longer period, with the materials collected in the expedition being maintained until each
phase was complete.
Technical Simulation Problems
There were some in-world simulation issues in our experience, with minor glitches in the
functioning of the heavily scripted in-world EVA suits and objects. The lab analysis link up
to external analysis simulations was not functioning, which meant the final quiz also could
not be taken by the team. These issues are being addressed by the developers.
Conclusion
MoonWorld is a fine example of a “serious game” with an educational purpose which
supports a wide range of learning principles, with features relevant to scenario-based
training. It engages the learner in a deeply immersive experience which seeks to provide a
wide variety of motivational elements involving challenge, fantasy and curiosity.
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Addendum – Team Pythagoras – Mission to Timocharis Crater – 24th January 2012

Debbie Denise Reese of CET leading on a mission to train the author
Team Pythagoras – Photo Journal

MoonWorld – Team Pythagoras – see http://holyroodpark.net/atate/weblog/7210.html

Team Pythagoras – MoonWorld Rank Badges and Scoring Factors

•
•
•
•

Ai Austin
karonmcb Resident
indrimagri Resident
Kimberley Pascal

•

Averaged Team Score = 23.82%

25.44%
23.67%
22.67%
21.89%

(Lunar Level)
(Lunar Level)
(Lunar Level)
(Lunar Level)

The scores above were calculated using the following formula:
Total Score = ((FC/FT) * FW) + ((RC/RT) * RW) + ((BC/BT) * BW) + ((AP/AT) * AW) + ((CO/CT) * CW)

Field Mission Part 1 and 2
•
•
•

FC = number of correct field station questions answered
FT = total number of field station questions
FW = weight of the score for the Field Mission section

Research Facility Analysis Part 3
•
•
•

RC = number of correct Research facility questions answered
RT = total number of Research Facility questions
RW = weight of the score for the Research Facility Analysis section

BLISS Challenge Part 4
•
•
•

BC = number of correct BLISS Challenge questions answered
BT = total number of BLISS Challenge questions
BW = weight of the score for the BLISS Challenge section

Activities Credit
•
•
•

AP = number of activities participated in by explorer
AT = total number of activities possible in MoonWorld
AW = weight of the score for explorer's participation in activities

Collection Credit
•
•
•

CO = number of objects (moonrocks and drill core) collected by explorer
CT = total number of collectable objects in MoonWorld
CW = weight of the score for explorer's collected items

Achievement Level Determination
•
•
•
•

Total Score > 80% Cosmos Level
Total Score > 50% AND <= 80% Galaxy Level
Total Score > 30% AND <= 50% Planetary Level
Total Score <= 30% Lunar Level

